
Conversion Note
This is issue #1 of "Babble-On 5", a zine that I wrote for a Babylon 5 APA (amateur publishing association) in February 1995. I completely forgot about the zine and the APA over the years, until I stumbled on it in my backup files.Since the software that I used to create it (Publish-It! 4.0 for Windows) has a fatal conflict with Adobe Acrobat, I had to print the zine out and scan it into a PDF.As far as I know, this was the only zine I wrote for The Babylon Project - but I did write 50 other zines for a couple of roleplaying & science fiction APAs. Those zines included quite a bit of commentary about SFTV, among many other topics.I'm in the process of converting and annotating those zines as I write this. 26 of them are now up on my site at the Zines section of http://www.runequest.org/rq.htm .
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The title of this zine wasn't a slam at Babylon 5; I was actually quite a fan of this show. Rather, I was indulging a bad habit of mine, self-depreciation.I may also have been thinking of an insulting comment made to me by a contributor to one of the other APAs I wrote for. He felt that I "babbled" a lot about genre television. He was a pretty rude guy, actually.The subtitle, "though of modest proportions" was a reference to a book that no reader of this zine was (or is) likely to know: "The Portmanteau Book" by Thomas Rockwell (who also wrote the extremely funny book "How To Eat Fried Worms", which was made into a terrible movie). The books has nothing to do with Babylon 5, but it's absolutely hysterical, a wonderful book for older children. Alas, it's long out of print and unlikely to ever be reprinted.
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Actually, the original Star Trek series (the one with Shatner & Nimoy) was the only one I really admired. Some of the later series were sometimes watchable, and they even had a few good episodes, but the quality of writing frequently disappointed me.I still love the original Trek, though.
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He sounds like Mitchum, too.
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This was before the B5 roleplaying game came out, of course.
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Well, I was pretty much wrong about all of that, I think. Although to be honest, I can't entirely remember; I haven't watched the show in over ten years, and my videotapes of it are all doubtless now unwatchable (having been left in the basement for the last 6+ years).




